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SIMRAN (WORD CONTEMPLATION)    

Part-11 

 
 

Briefly the action of ‘Simran’ has two aspects - 

 

1. Extrovert - physical and mental action. 

 

2. Introvert - Spiritual personal experience or ‘Divine Light’. 

 

The act of physical and mental ‘Simran’ has been discussed in detail. The 

connection between these two aspects is discussed below with more examples - 

 

Under the earth there is water. We take out this underground pure water to 

fulfill our needs. To take out this water we must do (boring) into the earth. 

When the layer of water is reached, the water comes up through a pipe which is 

inserted through the bored hole. But to bring he water out and get it to flow, we 

must put a washer in the pipe and work the hand pump.  In the newly made 

bore, in the beginning, water does not come out even after pumping because 

there is ‘air’ in the pipe. Until the ‘air’ comes out of the pump, the 

underground water cannot be sucked up. To take the air out of the pump pipe 

and start the water flow, we must pour water from outside. In this manner as 

we keep working the hand pump, the air keeps coming out and the water starts 

flowing continuously. 

 

Exactly, the same way, in the spiritual path, we perform boring internally 

through ‘Simran’. This external effort through Simran can take our 

consciousness to a certain limited height beyond which it cannot reach the 

‘spiritual-sphere’. This is so because within the folds of our Simran activity, 

just like the pump pipe having air, there is the constituent of ego, such as -  

 

 I am doing Simran 

 My Simran is continuing 

 My spiritual state has become high 
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 I will become good and noble or become a holy person 

 I will be praised 

 People will touch my feet 

 I will achieve salvation, etc. 

 

Such ‘sentiments’ of ego do not leave us even when we are doing Simran. 

This egoistic feeling and the Divine trust/faith are opposite to each other and 

cannot co-exist. 

 

 Ego is at variance with the Name. the two do not dwell in one place.    560      
 

because - 

 In self conceit Lord’s devotional service cannot be performed nor,  can 
His Will be realized.  In ego, the soul is imprisoned, and the Name cannot 
abide in the mind.                                                                                 560            
 

‘Simran’ or ‘spiritual remembrance’ is the play of very subtle Divine 

feeling which is the ‘gift’ of Satguru. In this we, the ego filled beings, have 

no part or power, it is ‘Gurprasad’ (Guru’s Grace). Without the Grace or 

favor of Satguru (True Guru), this spiritual gift cannot be obtained. 

 

The Bounteous Lord has kept the bounties in His hand and He give these 
to him alone, whom He likes.                                                       604 
             

 (I have) no strength to ask and no power to give.                                7                
 
 By one’s effort, the love for the Lord is embraced not, even though all may 

long for it. This cup of love belongs to the Lord. He gives it to him whom 
He likes.                                                                          1378 

                                
The gift is in the hand of the Giver. We receive it at the Guru’s Door.    33 
 

This Divine ‘gift’ is obtained when the doubt-fallacy of ‘egoistic-air’ is 

removed from our mind or when the mental filth is removed and there is 

hunger and burning desire for this ‘gift’! 

 

 They who feel thirst for Thee partake(drink) Thy Nectar.                       962 
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 As is the thirst in man’s mind, so is the type of water, which Thou 
givest unto him.                                                                      504 
      

If the dirt of egoism is not removed from the mind or the doubt- delusion 

of me-mine is not removed, until then we remain deprived of the Divine 

Grace. 

 
 When there was egoism in me, Thou were not with me, then, 
 now that Thou are there, there is no egoism.                                 657                            
  
 If this man deems that he is the doer of something, 
 Until then he wanders in the womb of existences.                          278 
              
 Kabir, repeating ‘Thy Name’ I have become like ‘Thee’ 
 In me now ‘I’ has remained not. 
 When difference between me and others has been removed, 
 then wheresoever, I see, there I see but Thee O Lord.                  1375 
         

This dirt of ‘egoism’ can be removed through the Guru’s Grace in the 

Sadh Sangat, by doing service and Simran sincerely. 

 
 In the holy company of saints’ man’s filth is washed off, 
 and the Supreme Lord becomes his friend.                                       625        

 

Putting water in the hand pump from the outside is symbolic of the True 

Guru’s Divine Grace.  Here another relevant example of the ‘vacuum’ can be 

given.  

When there is little or no water coming from our hand pump, the plumbers 

tell us that the air is leaking into its pipe. When the hand pump is unearthed, a 

portion of the pipe is found rotten with rust, where a hole is detected.  Air 

rushes in through this hole from outside thus reducing the ‘vacuum’ in the 

pump. Just as the volume of ‘vacuum’ reduces, the expulsive power of the 

hand pump also keeps reducing.  Eventually no vacuum is left, and the 

(spontaneous flow) of the water is obstructed. 

 

Exactly in the same way, while doing ‘Simran’, when a part of the 

external air of ‘egoism’ enters our mind,  
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then the Grace of Satguru in our ‘consciousness’ begins to reduce. In this 

state, our Simran lacks faith, unenjoyable-insipid and our spiritual progress 

becomes stagnant. 

 

If this mind is inconstant, man indulges in great pride and ego. 
He relishes not the Guru’s Word and loves not the Name. 
His service becomes not acceptable and fretting, fretting, he feels 
miserable.                                                                                    1247 
             

This means what while doing Simran, the truth seeker’s mind - 

           1. Having ‘no egoism’ is a must. 

 

       Ego is at variance with the Name; 
the two cannot dwell in one place.                                                560                                                  

 
            2. Should not be having any desire-motive. 

 

 He who renounces all hope and yearning, remains desire-free in the 

world.                                                                                       633 
 

            3. Simran should be done with ‘faith-love’. 

 The Gurmukh (guru orientated) contemplates  his Lord with hearty 

love.                  941 
 

The thought of ‘egoism’ sprouts from ‘forgetting’ God. It is necessary to 

change this egoistic desire of ‘me-mine’ by doing just the ‘opposite play of 

love’, remembering God through ‘Simran’. This ‘love-faith’, or contemplation 

with love, is also the Satguru’s blessing, deed of His glance, Gurprasad; 

which are spontaneously obtained while participating in the Sadh Sangat. 

 

 Without the holy company of saints, Lord’s love wells up not and,  
 without love, Thy service (meditation) cannot be performed.  694                                   
 

This adoration - affection - love, is God’s ‘Enlightened-Form’ just like 

sunshine is of the sun or fragrance is of the flower. That is why God is referred 

to as ‘Most-Deer’, ‘My Beloved’ ‘Love Personified’ - 

 

 The fascinating Lord is supremely deer unto me, the ornament of soul
 and the support of life.                            542 
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 My Groom is the Lover of affection.                                             1306 
        

To explain this ‘love- feeling’ some examples are being given. 
 

 A child is brought up by the ‘mother’ and a (nurse). The ‘mother’ brings 

up the child with love filled-feelings and sacrifices herself over the child, but 

the ‘nurse’ carries out a duty without love feelings. There is a subtle 

difference between the ‘effort’ of these two- and its effect is deep on the child 

from the time of his early upbringing to the various stages in his later life. A 

child who doesn’t get the love of his ‘mother’ during his childhood is clearly 

seen to be lacking something in his life. 

 

In the same way, doing ‘Simran’ or ‘worship’, by the so-called saints and 

ascetics, that is devoid of love filled feelings, is the stubborn effort of the mind 

in which ‘egoistic trace’ is present. Their aim in life is limited to - 

 

 Achieving mental powers 

 Prolonging their lives 

 Obtaining spiritual powers 

 Witch-craft, charms 

 Pleasure giving performances 

 miracles 

 Spoken word manifesting itself 

 Forecasting - future 

 Blessing - cursing 

 Mind reading 

 Magical charms 

 Juggler’s performances 

 etc. 

 

With these miraculous powers, their subtle ego gets ‘inflated’ and they 

begin to show miracles, bless and curse people, thereby attracting the common 

people who have some need to fulfil. In this way unconsciously, the seekers’ 

minds succumb to subtle honor - praise. With this honor – praise/glory they 

become intoxicated with mental egoism and get deeply entangled in this mental 

prowess. These then become their only ‘mind gratifying’ activity and ‘primal 

path’.  But according to Gurbani - 
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 Riches and miracles are all worldly attachment and hence the Name 
comes not to abide in the mind.          593               

 Without the Name, in vain are all the robes and dishes and accursed is 
the saintliness and accursed the supernatural-power.                    650 

                 
The seeker of truth gets such subtle ‘intoxication’ with this honor-praise that 

he becomes absorbed in it and forgets his higher spiritual goal. With this, his 

spiritual progress stops and passing slowly through a period of ‘stagnation’ 

he slides towards hell (degradation) in other words he puts on a show of 

performing mind boggling deeds and gets trapped among his disciples and 

followers. 

 

 Kabir has made many disciples and followers, but, he has made not 
God his friend. 
He had set out to meet his God, but, his mind failed him half-
ways.                                                                                            1369     
       

In history we find many such examples like, Gurakh Nath, Bhangar Nath, 

Nur Shah, Wali Kandhari etc. whom Guru Sahib saved from empty adamant yogic 

contemplation and guided them towards contemplation with love. 

 

Nowadays the practice of stubborn, hollow and mechanical ‘Simran’ is 

predominant.  In India and other countries, many (spiritual institutions) are found 

where such (mechanical meditation’s time-bound courses) are being sold and 

that too at a high price. 

 

The devoid of love-feelings, mental and mechanical Simran or the ‘repetition 

of a Mantra’ in such institutions can take the truth seeker up to the stage of 

(‘thoughtless state of mind’) but cannot take their lives to intuitional self-

realization heights. Such love-deprived and thoughtless state of the ascetics is 

prevalent during their physical meditation only; in the ‘state of wakefulness’ such 

thoughtlessness has no meaning or benefit. 

 

 The consciousness of such truth seekers is like the ‘flight of a cockerel’ - 

it is limited up to primal ‘space’ or vacuum only; beyond this they cannot 

enjoy the blissful taste of the ‘spiritual world’.  The thoughtless state is a 

subtle and strong obstacle in the spiritual path of the truth seeker from which 

the ascetic cannot escape by himself. 
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 This point can be easily understood through the following example -  

 

 

The scientists send a (sputnik) from earth to the moon which goes 

through 3 stages.  Firstly, with the help of a (rocket) the sputnik is sent into 

space beyond the (gravity) of the earth.  Here the sputnik circles in the (space) 

until another more powerful rocket pushes it into the (gravitational) field of the 

moon. Coming into the sphere of moon’s gravity, it needs no ‘rocket’ and is 

automatically pulled in by the gravity of the moon. 

 

 

 In the same way man has physical, mental and spiritual stages. When man, 

dissatisfied with the ‘play-arena’ of the physical and mental stages, focuses his 

attention through Simran, he enters the lonely space of ‘thoughtless state of 

mind’. To reach the intuitional sphere of God, one must pass through this 

condition of the ‘thoughtless state of mind’. 
 

When the truth-seeker’s consciousness becomes still in the mental 

thoughtless state, he then experiences - 

 

 calmness 

coolness 

comfort 

peace 

 

from which he does not wish to come out. Satisfied with this, or regarding this- 

love-devoid, ‘thoughtless-state’ - as life’s spiritual goal, he forgets the higher 

stage of - 

 

 love-filled meditation 

 

  tranquil-contemplation 

 

             Intuitional-bliss 

 

                          Naam 
 

                                   Shabad 
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 Only with the Guru’s Grace and in the Sangat of the Blessed-Beloved 

Gurmukhs, one can one come out of such subtle doubt-filled fallacious 

thoughtless state of mind or vacuum. This hidden secret is illustrated by 

Gurbani as follows - 

If man meets with the True Guru, then his doubts are dispelled, and 
the wandering mind is restrained.  It rains Nectar, celestial music 
plays, and from within his mind, man obtains divine knowledge.    730                                                     

 
Some perform six kinds of rituals and deeds.  The perfect persons, 
seekers and yogis practice good many ostentations.  Some remain in 
natural form and some wear tresses and matted hair.  The Lord God’s 
union is attained, not by wearing false garb. Through the holy company 
of saints and the great Guru’s teaching God is met with.  
The holy men open widely the door of deliverance.              1297 
             
Union with the Lord is obtained not through ochre-robes, nor is the 
union obtained through dirty dress. 
Nanak, union with the Lord is obtained, under the True Guru’s 
instruction, even while sitting in one’s own home.               1421            
        

 Despite unlimited religious rituals in the world nowadays, mental 

degradation is on the increase. From this it is clear, that our effort towards 

spirituality is superficial and half-hearted or wrong.  This point is illustrated 

in Gurbani as follows – 

Everyone utters God’s Name, but by such utterances man does not 

become at one with the Lord.  If by Guru’s grace the Lord abides in 

the mind, then alone does anyone gather fruit.                               491

            

 Kabir, there is a secret in worshipping ‘Raam’. Therein lies a point 

worthy of consideration.  The same word everyone uses for Dasrath’s 

son, and same word for the wonderous Lord.                                1374 

The secret is -  

  Love filled meditation  

   Love filled feelings 

    Faith-filled sentiments 

        Gurprasad’s! 

This spiritual secret is considered and recognized only by a rare Gurmukh - 

Rare are such persons in this world.  Who reflect over the Guru’s 
Word and remain detached.                                                     1039 
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 Rare are the people who follow the Guru’s path.            VBG 28/29 

 

When such ‘Gurmukhs’ or ‘God’s beloved servants’ discard their deceptive 

mental acrobatics, and leave ‘why-what-how’ shams; immerse themselves 

into devoted worship and faith-filled love, and through ‘Simran’ the 

contemplation on Shabad-Surat (Wordless Word-Consciousness), then they 

become eligible for blessings of the Satguru -  

 
By Lord’s devotional service, doubt and dread depart and one finds O Nanak, ever 
in the presence of God.                                                                                  406
          

 The Lord of the World is hungry for love and worship.                 VBG 10/7 
 
A worshipper, who places before the Satguru even a worthless coin with love and 
faith, the Satguru blesses him with all the treasures.                                KBG 111
    
The True Guru has imparted this understanding unto me that the Lord is 
obtained through love, affection, reverential regard and meditation. 245 
                                                                                                            
Those who Love, only they obtain God.                         Sawyeh Pat Shahi 10 

 

 To enshrine God’s pure ‘Love’ in the heart, it is essential to have total 

faith in the Infinite Lord. 

 

 For example, a (baby) in its ‘innocence’ is full of love and devotion in 

his/her mind for the mother. The baby first, of all learns the word ‘mother’ and 

has full faith in her. In this stage of childhood innocence, only the mother is 

his/her -  

 

 Guru 

God 

Giver 

Protector 

     Everything 

On the other hand, the ‘mother’ too in her motherliness and ‘mother-

love’ looks after and nurtures the child with undivided love from depths of 

her heart. The ‘child’, dependent on the mother – 

 

 loves and cuddles 

  has fun and frolic 
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 is mischievous 

  wants things 

   laughs - cries 

    quarrels - fights 

      annoys - obeys 

 

is care -free, without a worry and leads an ‘innocent life’. 

 

It is said that in the human being’s whole life, this period of carefree 

innocence or childhood is the most comfortable, free from worry and joyous. 

 

 O, adopting a child’s mind, I have attained peace.                            214 
     
Filled by mother’s ‘faithful affection’ and ‘love’, a child in his unspoken 

language, spontaneously and unknowingly – 

 

 contemplates on the mother 

    worships the mother 

remembers the mother 

enjoys mother’s love. 

 

As the child’s mind develops he gets entangled in the web of doubt upon 

seeing the scintillating miracles of knowledge and science. Gradually his faith 

and affection towards the mother lessens and caught in his own wisdom, he 

deprives himself of the ‘mother’s love’ comfort and warmth. 

 

In the same way, hanging up side down in the difficult place of the mother’s 

womb, the child is continuously doing Simran and is ‘engrossed’ in the Lord. 

 

When he comes into this world his mind is - 

 

 affected by the shadow of ‘Maya’ 

       influenced by the doubt-fallacy of ‘ego’ 

                     faced with sprouting of the ‘me-mine’  

             entrapped in ‘duality’ 

     is infected by ‘greed’ 
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       ‘forgets the Lord’  

        link breaks with the Lord. 

 

 As is the fire of womb within, so is the fire of mammon (Maya) without. 
The fires of worldly valuables and of the womb are all the same. The 
Creator has set agoing this play. When it pleases Him then is the child 
born and the family is well pleased. The Lord’s Love departs, greed 
attaches to the child and mammon’s writ begins to run.           921
                          

 In this way, man under the influence of the scintillating magical charms of 

Maya, asserting his wisdom, deprives himself of the comfort and bliss of 

the warm lap of the ‘Divine Mother’ i.e. God.  Being in this state Gurbani 

warns us as follows: - 

 

 Thou O Sheikh, who are wondering in four directions and are flown by 
four winds, bring this mind of thine into the Lord’s One Mansion. 

 Abandon thou, thine crooked ways and realize the Guru’s 
 instruction.                                                                                646 
                                           

He who walks according to his own will, O brother, is separated 
from the Lord and bears blows.                                                     601
                                     

 If we must enjoy again the warmth of God’s comfortable lap, then like 

the baby, we must place our full faith and affection in the Infinite Lord. To 

escape from the ego ridden wisdom and the ‘fear- anxiety-problems’ that arise 

as such, Gurbani urges us to - 

 
Abandon thy cleverness, O good men and remember the Lord God the king.  
Treasure in thy heart thy hope in one God and the distress, doubt or dread 
shall depart O Nanak.                                                                                     281 
             
O Nanak, if thou desire eternal bliss, remember thou ever the Omnipresent 
Lord.                                                                                                            714 

  
Without the Naam of what avail are other services, virtues and 
cleverness. O Nanak contemplate thou the Lord’s Name wherein thou 
shall be released from thy shackles.                                                      729 
             

Now the question arises, how can the baby like innocent-faith, love-

sentiments and belief-trust be obtained? 
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 Such spiritual spontaneous-confidence, affection and faith filled love 

cannot be obtained through - 

Intellectual learning 

     Philosophies 

      Reading scriptures - worship 

         Rituals - ceremonies 

           Yogic disciplines 

because the external intellectual knowledge is limited up to and by our tiny 

intellect which keeps on changing according to the coloration of our mind. 

 

 On the other hand, spiritual faith, confidence and love-filled worship 

springs forth innocently, spontaneously from within our soul. For this 

reason, it is assured and permanent. 

Such spiritual confidence can only grow and develop in the service and 

the Sangat of: - 

Beloved Gurmukhs 

   Blessed evolved souls 

    Spiritually-Oriented lives 

       Godly humble persons. 

That is why, we are instructed in Gurbani again and again to do ‘Simran’ in 

the Sadh-Sangat. 

 

 O’ my Soul! Contemplate over the Name of the Lord Guru. 
Ever associate with the holy company of saints and fix thy mind 
on Guru’s feet.                                                                                    47 
                   
Other deeds are of no avail to thee. Join the holy company of saints 
contemplate over the Name alone.                                                  12             

 
 Join the holy company of saints and contemplate thou on the Lord 

of wealth, thus, from a sinner thou shall be holy.                        631
              
Singing of God’s praises in the holy company of saints, is the 
highest of all the deeds.                                                                  642
                                            
Make the efforts by which emancipation can be obtained, those efforts 
are made in the holy company of saints.                                    259                      

 

                                                                     12                           -  Continued. 
       


